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Abstract
We consider Fuchsian singularities of arbitrary genus and prove, in a conceptual manner, a formula
for their Poincaré series. This uses Coxeter elements involving Eichler–Siegel transformations. We give
geometrical interpretations for the lattices and isometries involved, lifting them to triangulated categories.
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0. Introduction
A Fuchsian singularity is the affine surface singularity obtained from the tangent bundle of
the upper half-plane by taking the quotient by a Fuchsian group of the first kind and collapsing
the zero section. In particular, it has a good C∗-action. The surface can be compactified in a
natural manner, leading to additional cyclic quotient singularities of type Aμ on the boundary.
After resolving the singularities on the boundary, one gets a star-shaped configuration of rational
(−2)-curves with a central curve of genus g and self-intersection number 2g − 2.
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shown in [4] that the Poincaré series of the graded coordinate ring of the singularity is the quotient
of the characteristic polynomials of two suitable extensions of this Coxeter element.
Here we treat Fuchsian singularities of arbitrary genus g. If g > 0, there is no longer a re-
flection defined by the homology class of the central curve. Therefore, one has to modify the
definition of the Coxeter element. We replace the product of two reflections by an Eichler–Siegel
transformation. With this change, we prove a result analogous to the one stated above, along the
lines of [4]. We also give a geometrical and categorical interpretation of the Coxeter elements,
thereby explaining where the Eichler–Siegel transformation comes from and why the methods
applied before have to break down.
1. Eichler–Siegel transformations
We first recall the definition of the Eichler–Siegel transformations. Let (V , 〈 , 〉) be an even
integral lattice and denote by O(V ) the group of isometries of this lattice. Define a map Ψ :V ⊗
V → End(V ), ∑i ui ⊗ ai → id −∑i〈·, ai〉ui .
Let a ∈ V be arbitrary and u ∈ V isotropic and orthogonal to a, i.e. 〈u,u〉 = 〈a,u〉 = 0. The
Eichler–Siegel transformation corresponding to u and a is defined as
ψu,a := Ψ
((
1
2
〈a, a〉u− a
)
⊗ u
)
Ψ (u⊗ a).
It is easily checked that ψu,a is an isometry, using the formula
ψu,a(x) = x + 〈x,u〉a − 〈x, a〉u− 12 〈a, a〉〈x,u〉u.
Example 1. Let a ∈ V be a root, i.e. 〈a, a〉 = −2. Then Ψ (−a ⊗ a) = sa is the reflection
corresponding to a, given by sa(v) = v + 〈v, a〉a for all v ∈ V . Furthermore, for u ∈ V with
〈u,u〉 = 〈a,u〉 = 0, one easily sees ψu,a = Ψ ((−u− a)⊗ u) Ψ (u⊗ a) = sasa−u.
Example 2. Let V− be any even lattice. Denote by U the unimodular hyperbolic plane with
a symplectic basis u,w and the symmetric bilinear form 〈u,w〉 = 1 and 〈u,u〉 = 〈w,w〉 = 0.
Let V+ := V− ⊕ U be the orthogonal direct sum and define a group homomorphism m :V− →
O(V+), a → ma := ψu,a .
The isometry ma is given by ma(u) = u, ma(v) = v − 〈v, a〉u for any v ∈ V− and ma(w) =
w+a− 12 〈a, a〉u. This example appears in [5, I, §3]. (M. Eichler notes that these automorphisms
first occurred in a paper of C.L. Siegel.)
2. The result: Poincaré series of Fuchsian singularities
Let (X,x) be a normal surface singularity with a good C∗-action. This means that X =
Spec(A) is a normal two-dimensional affine algebraic variety over C which is smooth outside its
vertex x. Its coordinate ring A has the structure of a graded C-algebra A =⊕∞k=0 Ak , A0 = C,
and x is defined by the maximal ideal m=⊕∞ Ak .k=1
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A natural compactification of X is given by X := Proj(A[t]), where t has degree 1 for the
grading of A[t] (see [12]). This is a normal projective surface with C∗-action, and X may ac-
quire additional singularities on the boundary X∞ := X \X = Proj(A) which itself is a smooth,
projective curve.
A normal surface singularity (X,x) with good C∗-action is called Fuchsian if the canonical
sheaf of X is trivial. In this case, the singularities on the boundary are all of type Aμ. The genus
of the Fuchsian singularity is defined as the genus g = g(X∞) of the boundary.
Let (X,x) be a Fuchsian singularity of genus g. According to [2] and [11, (1.2) Proposition],
there exists a finitely generated cocompact Fuchsian group of the first kind Γ ⊂ PSL(2,R) which
acts properly discontinuously on the upper half-plane H such that the action of Γ lifts to the tan-
gent bundle TH and Ak = H 0(H, T kH)Γ . The quotient Z = H/Γ is a compact Riemann surface.
Let D0 be a canonical divisor of Z. By [12, Theorem 5.1] there exist points p1, . . . , pr ∈ Z and
integers αi > 1 for i = 1, . . . , r such that
Ak = L
(
D(k)
)
, D(k) := kD0 +
r∑
i=1
[
k
αi − 1
αi
]
pi for k  0.
Here, [x] denotes the largest integer  x, and L(D) := H 0(Z,OZ(D)) for a divisor D on Z
denotes the linear space of meromorphic functions f on Z such that (f )  −D. The genus g
of Z coincides with the genus of X∞. The degree of D0 is 2g − 2.
We enumerate the points pi so that α1  α2  · · ·  αr . The variety X has cyclic quotient
singularities of type Aα1−1, . . . ,Aαr−1 along X∞ := X \ X. Let π :S → X be the minimal nor-
mal crossing resolution of all singularities of X. The preimage E := X˜∞ of X∞ under π consists
of the strict transform E of X∞ and r chains Ei1, . . . ,E
i
αi−1, i = 1, . . . , r , of rational curves of
self-intersection number −2 which intersect according to the dual graph shown in Fig. 1. The
central curve E is a curve of genus g with self-intersection number 2g − 2.
We consider the Poincaré series of the algebra A
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∞∑
k=0
dim(Ak)tk.
In order to give a description for pA, we need some definitions.
Let V− be the lattice generated by the irreducible components of X˜∞ = E with bilinear form
〈−,−〉 given by the intersection numbers. Define two more lattices as orthogonal directs sums
by V0 := V− ⊕ Zu and V+ := V− ⊕ U where 〈u,u〉 = 0. For both V0 and V+, denote by ψu,E
the Eichler–Siegel transformation corresponding to u and E, as introduced in Example 2. Define
isometries τ0 ∈ O(V0) and τ+ ∈ O(V+) by
τ0 := sE11 · · · sE1α1−1 · · · sEr1 · · · sErαr−1ψu,E,
τ+ := sE11 · · · sE1α1−1 · · · sEr1 · · · sErαr−1ψu,Esu−w.
Let 0(t) = det(1 − τ−10 t) and +(t) = det(1 − τ−1+ t) be the characteristic polynomials of τ0
and τ+ respectively, using a suitable normalization.
Theorem 3. For a Fuchsian singularity we have pA = +0 .
Remark 4. In [3], the following formula is proved: pA = +/ψA where ψA(t) =
(1 − t)2−2g−r ∏ri=1(1 − tαi ). Note that Eichler–Siegel transformations are used. In view of the
approach of this work, the denominator ψA amounts to a factorization of 0. In [3, Remark 1] it
is also observed that ψA = 0 if g = 0.
See Remark 14 for another interpretation of the product formula for 0.
3. The proof
The proof of Theorem 3 consists of two steps. First, we consider a general even lattice V−
possessing a basis with at most one non-root. For such lattices, we develop the rational function
+/0 into a formal power series. This is inspired by Lenzing’s approach [10] but different
both in details and in spirit; for the latter, see Remark 14 below. In the second step, we show that
this power series coincides with the Poincaré series if we start with the lattice coming from a
Fuchsian singularity.
3.1. Hilbert–Poincaré series for even lattices almost generated by roots
Let (V−, 〈−,−〉) be an even lattice with basis e1, . . . , en−1, e where e1, . . . , en−1 are roots.
Here n 1 and V− = Ze if n = 1. Define g ∈ Z by 〈e, e〉 = 2g − 2. Consider the lattices V0 :=
V− ⊕Zu and V+ := V− ⊕U defined as before. Let τ0 = se1 · · · sen−1ψu,e and τ+ = τ0su−w . Note
that τ0 can be seen as an isometry of V+ or as an isometry of V0. We write τ0|V0 if we mean the
latter.
Define a Hilbert–Poincaré series corresponding to V0 and e as follows:
P(V0,e)(t) :=
∞∑
k=0
(
1 − g +
k−1∑
	=0
〈
e, τ 	0 (e)
〉)
tk.
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Proof. Borrowing an idea of [10, §18], we use formal power series to invert 1 − τ−10 t . Consider
the linear operator on V+t := Zt ⊗ V+ given by
h := (1 − τ−1+ t)(1 − τ−10 t)−1 = (1 − su−wτ−10 t)(∑
k0
τ−k0 t
k
)
= 1 −
∑
k1
〈·,τ k0 (u−w)〉tk(u−w),
where the last equation follows from an easy computation unravelling su−w . For all v ∈ V+,
we thus find h(v) ∈ v + Zt(u − w), hence h(u − w) = det(h)(u − w). Furthermore invoking
det(1 − τ−10 t) = (1 − t)det(1 − τ0|−1V0 t), we see that
det
(
1 − τ−1+ t
)
det
(
1 − τ0|−1V0 t
)−1 = (1 − t)det(h)
= (1 − t)
(
1 −
∑
k1
〈
u−w,τk0 (u−w)
〉
tk
)
= 1 + t −
∑
k1
〈
u−w, (τ k0 − τ k−10 )(u−w)〉tk.
Plugging in the definition of ψu,e now yields
〈
u−w, (τ k0 − τ k−10 )(u−w)〉= 12 〈e, e〉 − 〈u−w,τk0 (e)〉
and 〈τ k0 (e), u−w〉 =
∑k−1
	=0〈e, τ 	0 (e)〉. Putting these pieces together gives the claim. 
3.2. Poincaré series of Fuchsian singularities
Let now V0 be the lattice introduced in Section 2, generated by u and the components of E .
Theorem 3 follows at once from Propositions 5 and 6.
Proposition 6. The Poincaré series of a Fuchsian singularity is P(V0,E)(t)+ g + t .
Proof. The element u spans the radical rad(V0) of the lattice V0. Let V 0 = V0/rad(V0). For an
automorphism σ of V0, we denote by the same letter the induced automorphism σ :V 0 → V 0.
By more abuse of notation, we will denote elements of V0 and their classes in V 0 by the same
letter. In order to compute the series P(V0,E)(t), it suffices to consider the automorphism τ0 of V 0.
Now one can easily see that, on the quotient space, ψu,E = idV 0 . Therefore we have, again on
the quotient V 0,
τ0 = τ1 · · · τr where τi := sEi · · · sEi for i = 1, . . . , r.1 αi−1
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−∑αi−1j=1 Eij , and τi is the identity on all other basis elements of V 0. Therefore, if αi > 2 (other-
wise τ 2i (E) = E)
τi(E) = E +
αi−1∑
j=1
Eij , τ
2
i (E) = E +
αi−1∑
j=2
Eij , . . . , τ
αi
i (E) = E.
This implies, for k > 0,〈
E,
k−1∑
	=0
τ 	0E
〉
=
〈
E,kE +
r∑
i=1
[
k
αi − 1
αi
]
Eiαi−1
〉
= 〈E,E(k)〉= degD(k). (1)
Here
E(k) := kE +
∑
1ir
∑
1j<αi
[
kj
αi
]
Eij
is the total transform of the Weil divisor kX∞ under π : S → X [13, 6.4]. We would like to
emphasize that the last equality in (1) is not just numerical but stems from an isomorphism
OS(E(k))|E ∼= OE(D(k)), see [13, §6].
We have degD(k) > 2g − 2 for any k > 1. This is obvious if g > 1; in the remaining cases
it follows from the relation
∑r
i=1 1αi < r + 2g − 2 of [11, (1.7)]. As the degree of D(k) is large
enough, we get dimL(D(k)) = 1 − g + degD(k) by Riemann–Roch. Finally, the two series coin-
cide for t = 0 as well since dimL(D(1)) = dimL(D0) = g. 
4. The interpretation: Lifting Coxeter elements to functors
The lattice V− is constructed from the geometry, but its extensions V0 and V+ are purely alge-
braic, as is the Eichler–Siegel transformation. Similar to our approach in [4], we are interested in
a geometric interpretation of these invariants. Roughly speaking, this is achieved by constructing,
in a natural manner out of the geometry, triangulated categories whose numerical K-groups yield
these lattices. In turn, the Coxeter elements can be lifted to invertible functors. The idea of Cox-
eter functors is certainly not new, see Remark 14 below. For principal reasons, our method only
applies to a certain (large) class of Fuchsian singularities, those which are negatively smoothable.
4.1. Negatively smoothable Fuchsian singularities
Let π :S → X be the minimal normal crossing resolution of X. It contains the total transform
of the curve at infinity, E = X˜∞ := π−1(X∞). This is a configuration of curves, all but one of
which are smooth, rational (−2)-curves.
We assume that X is negatively smoothable (for the definition see [13]). This implies that
there is a deformation of X with the following properties: all members of the family are partial
resolutions of X (namely, the singularities at infinity are resolved); each member contains the
curve configuration E ; the generic fibre is smooth. By [13, Proposition 6.13], the generic fibre is
a smooth K3 surface.
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is negatively smoothable. On the other hand, since the rank of the Néron–Severi group of a K3
surface is at most 20, a necessary condition for negative smoothability is
∑
i αi  19 + r .
In the sequel, we assume that (X,x) is negatively smoothable. Let Y be a generic fibre, it is a
smooth K3 surface containing the configuration E .
4.2. Lattices from the K-groups
Let Coh(Y ) be the abelian category of coherent sheaves on Y and K(Y) its Grothendieck
K-group. The Euler pairing on K(Y), defined as χ(A,B) =∑i (−1)i dim ExtiY (A,B) for coher-
ent sheaves A and B on Y , is symmetric by Serre duality and the fact that Y is a K3 surface. Note
that χ(A) := χ(OY ,A) is the Euler characteristic of a sheaf A ∈ Coh(Y ). We equip the K-group
(and all groups derived from it) with the negative Euler pairing. Let N(Y) be the numerical
K-group which is obtained from K(Y) by dividing out the radical of the Euler form.
Denote by CohE (Y ) the abelian subcategory of Coh(Y ) consisting of sheaves whose support is
contained in E and let KE (Y ) be its K-group. Let NE (Y ) be the image of KE (Y ) under K(Y) →
N(Y).
Using the notation of Fig. 1 and choosing a point p ∈ E, we will consider the following
sheaves supported on E
F ij := OEij (−1), F ∈ Pic
g−1(E) with H 0(F ) = 0, F˜ := F(p).
So F is a line bundle of degree g − 1 supported on E. The condition H 0(F ) = 0 implies
H 1(F ) = 0 by Riemann–Roch. Line bundles without global sections make up the comple-
ment of the theta-divisor in Picg−1(E). In particular, such line bundles are not unique except
for F = OE(−1) if g = 0.
The classes in NE (Y ) of these sheaves form a basis. This is well known, but see Section 4.4
for details. In this setting, we define three sublattices of N(Y). Recall that we have equipped the
numerical K-groups with the negative Euler pairing
V ′0 := NE (Y ) with u′ := [F ] − [F˜ ] = −
[
k(p)
]
,
V ′+ := NE (Y ) ⊕ Z[OY ] with w′ := [OY ] + u′ = [Ip],
V ′− := U ′⊥ = NE (Y )∩ [OY ]⊥ with U ′ := Zu′ + Zw′.
Note that the class −u′ is represented by the skyscraper sheaf k(p) of p and that w′ is represented
by the ideal sheaf Ip of p. In the derived category, the class u′ is thus given by the shift k(p)[1].
It is worth pointing out that the structure sheaves of different points are in general not identified
in K(Y) but that they all represent the same class in N(Y). Similarly, all choices for F lead to
the same class in N(Y). The alternative description of V ′− follows from the next lemma which
also shows that these lattices are indeed isometric to the ones used before.
Lemma 7. The map η− :V− → V ′− defined by Eij → F ij and E → F is an isometry. The exten-
sions η0 :V0 → V ′ and η+ :V+ → V ′ of η− mapping u → u′ and w → w′ are isometries.0 +
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ality Ext2(k(p), k(p)) = C, and Ext1(k(p), k(p)) = C2 as Y is a smooth surface. This shows
χ(u′, u′) = 0. From w′ = [OY ]+u′ we get −χ(u′,w′) = 1. Finally, χ(w′,w′) = 0 follows from
χ(OY ) = 2 for the K3 surface Y .
We now show that η− is well defined, i.e. takes values in U ′⊥. Let C be any irreducible com-
ponent of E . The short exact sequence 0 → OY (−C) → OY → OC → 0 yields χ(OC,u′) = 0.
Next, [OC(D)] = [OC] − deg(D)u′ for any D ∈ Div(C) and hence χ(OC(D),u′) = 0.
Furthermore, χ(OC) = 1 − gC , so that deg(D) = gC − 1 implies χ(OC(D)) = 0 and so
χ(OC(D),w′) = 0.
The map η− is a bijection as it is injective and V ′− and V− are free abelian groups of the same
rank. It only remains to show that ψ− respects the pairings. For any two irreducible curves C and
C′ on Y , their intersection number can be computed as C.C′ = −χ(OC,OC′). This is immediate
if C and C′ are transversal, for then the only non-vanishing summand in the Euler pairing is
dim Ext1(OC,OC′), which is the number of intersection points. In case C′ = C, the short ex-
act sequence from above yields −χ(OC,OC) = χ(OY (C)|C)− χ(OC) = deg(OC(C)), the last
term being the self-intersection number by definition. To conclude, just observe that the quantity
χ(OC(D),OC′(D′)) is not affected by the choice of D ∈ Div(C), D′ ∈ Div(C′), as above. 
Remark 8. As in [4], we can consider the group NE (S) where π :S → X is the minimal normal
crossing resolution of the compactification X. Then the lattice V0 is also isometric to this group
endowed with the negative Euler pairing. In particular, the proof of Proposition 6 was carried
out with this realization of V0, which does not rely on an assumption of negative smoothability.
However, it is not possible to extend the isometry V0 ∼−→ NE (S) to an isometry of V+ with a
sublattice of N(S).
4.3. Lifting Coxeter elements to functors
Denote by Db(Y ) the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on Y . Clearly, a triangle
autoequivalence ϕ : Db(Y ) ∼−→ Db(Y ) descends to isometries ϕK ∈ O(K(Y )) and ϕN ∈ O(N(Y ))
between (numerical) K-groups. We employ two types of geometrically defined functors in order
to lift τ0 ∈ O(V0) and τ+ ∈ O(V+) to autoequivalences of Db(Y ).
4.3.1. Spherical twists
A coherent sheaf G on a K3 surface is spherical if Hom(G,G) = C and Ext1(G,G) = 0. For
such a sheaf, the functor TG defined by distinguished triangles Hom•(G,A)⊗G → A → TG(A)
for any A ∈ Db(Y ), is an autoequivalence of Db(Y ). (For a proof and the correct definition of
spherical in the general context, see [7, §8.1].) It is easy to see that TG|G⊥ = id where G⊥ =
{A ∈ Db(Y ) | Hom•(G,A) = 0} and that TG(G) ∼= G[−1]. Hence, the spherical twist induces
the reflection TKG = s[G] where [G] ∈ K(Y) is by sphericality a root (for the negative Euler
pairing); analogously TNG = s[G].
Note that OY is a spherical sheaf. If i : C ↪→ Y is the embedding of a smooth, rational (−2)-
curve, then i∗OC(n), abusively denoted by OC(n), is spherical for any n ∈ Z, since C is rigid.
4.3.2. Line bundle twists
A line bundle L ∈ Pic(Y ) gives rise to the autoequivalence ML : Db(Y ) → Db(Y ), A →
L ⊗ A. Decompose [L] = w + 	 + du in N(Y), where d ∈ Z and 	 ∈ N(Y) with χ(w,	) =
χ(u, 	) = 0. We claim that MN = ψu,	 = m	 is an Eichler–Siegel transformation.L
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	 + du,w + 	 + du) = χ(	, 	) − 2d , this shows d = 12χ(	, 	) − 1. The claim follows from
MNL (u) = u, MNL (w) = w + 	 + 12χ(	, 	)u and MNL (v) = v + χ(	, v)u for v ∈ U⊥. The first
two equations are obvious. For the third, without loss of generality assume v = [D] with D ∈
Pic(C), deg(D) = gC − 1 and write L = OY (A − A′) with ample, effective divisors A and A′,
both meeting C transversally. The sequences 0 → L|C → OY (A)C → OA′∩C → 0 and 0 →
OC → OY (A)|C → OA∩C → 0 are exact by the transversality assumptions, leading to [L ⊗
OC] = [OC] + ku and [L∨] = w − 	 + d ′u for some k, d ′ ∈ Z. Hence, MNL (v) = v + k′u and
the coefficient k′ is readily computed as −k′ = χ(w,v + k′u) = χ(OY ,L ⊗ D) = χ(L∨,D) =
χ(w − 	+ d ′u,v) = −χ(	, v).
As an example, [OY (E)] = w + [F ] + du for the smooth curve E of genus g in Y . Hence
MNOY (E) = mE , identifying η−(E) = [F ].
Consider the full triangulated subcategory DbE (Y ) consisting of complexes whose support is
contained in E (in other words, which are exact off E). The following full triangulated subcate-
gories of Db(Y ) will be used:
D− := DbE (Y ) ∩ O⊥Y ,
D0 := DbE (Y ),
D+ :=
〈DbE ,OY 〉,
i.e. D+ is the smallest full triangulated subcategory of Db(Y ) containing D0 and OY (this de-
composition is not semiorthogonal). Note that Eij ∈ D− and F ∈ D− by construction.
Lemma 9. We have:
(i) N(D−) = V ′− and N(D+) = V ′+.
(ii) V ′0 is the image of K(D0) ↪→ K(D+) → N(D+).
Proof. (i) is obvious from Lemma 7 and the definitions of V ′−, V ′+ and D−, D+, respectively.
For (ii), just note that F and F˜ yield the class of a point in the numerical K-group. Also note that
the lattices N(D0) and V ′0 are not isomorphic since [k(p)] ∈ rad(K(D0)) by Lemma 7 for the
class of (the skyscraper sheaf of) a point. 
We proceed to define the autoequivalences of Db(Y ) which lift the Coxeter elements:
ϕ0 := TF 11 · · ·TF 1α1−1 · · ·TFr1 · · ·TFrαr−1 MOY (E),
ϕ+ := TF 11 · · ·TF 1α1−1 · · ·TFr1 · · ·TFrαr−1 MOY (E)TOY = ϕ0TOY .
Theorem 10. The autoequivalences ϕ0 and ϕ+ restrict to autoequivalences of D0 and D+, re-
spectively, and ϕN0 = τ0 and ϕN+ = τ+.
Proof. Most of the assertions in the theorem were proven in the preceding discussion. Note that
w − u = [OY ], so TOY = sw−u = su−w , as desired. What remains to be shown is ϕ0(D0) = D0
and ϕ+(D+) = D+.
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Hence, ML maps D0 into D0. As OY (E) ∈ D+, the functor MOY (E) maps D+ into D+.
Turning to the spherical twist functors, the following fact proves the claim: For a full tri-
angulated subcategory T ⊂ Db(Y ) and a spherical object G ∈ T , the twist TG restricts to an
autoequivalence of T , as follows at once from the triangles defining TG. 
Remark 11. There are many other categories that can be used here. For example, instead of D+
one could as well take the triangulated category generated by the structure sheaves of the surface,
the irreducible components of E and of a point on E. The categories we employ are natural —
they do not depend on additional choices. However, note that the Coxeter functors depend on the
order of the spherical twists.
Remark 12. The categories D0 and D+ are generated by spherical objects if and only if g = 0,
and this special case has already been treated in [4]. The functor used there for lifting the Coxeter
element τ0 is TF 11 · · ·TFrαr−1TOE(−1)TOE , which is a product of spherical twists since E is a
rational (−2)-curve. However, this functor coincides with ϕ0 because of TOE(−1)TOE = MOY (E)
(see [8, Lemma 4.15(i)]). Likewise, the lift of τ+ from [4] is ϕ+ above.
Remark 13. In [1], the Coxeter element of a root lattice is lifted to an endofunctor of the category
of representations of the (oriented) quiver. This functor is not invertible, as the category used is
abelian rather than triangulated.
Remark 14. There should be a curve picture of the situation, analogous to the one developed
in [9] for certain hypersurface singularities. More precisely, there should be a lift of the Coxeter
element to the graded triangulated category of singularities, Dgrsg(R), which has dimension 1 and
whose Serre functor is not a shift. In the case when g = 0 and (X,x) is a hypersurface singularity,
it is proved in [9] that Dgrsg(R) is generated by a collection of exceptional objects, turning it into
the derived category of a quiver with relations. Nevertheless, if g > 0, one cannot expect to have
a full exceptional collection but only a differential graded algebra as model. The approach to
generating series pursued in [10] is modelled on the curve case, using non-symmetric forms and
roots of length 1.
In a slightly different direction, one can consider Z as an orbifold curve of genus g associated
to (X,x), with r isotropic points of orders α1, . . . , αr . The numerical orbifold K-group of this
stacky curve is isomorphic to V0 (with a non-symmetric pairing), where the twisted sectors of
the isotropic points make up the arms of the diagram in Fig. 1. There is a Coxeter transformation
τ0 in this context and its characteristic polynomial is 0(t) = (1 − t)2−2g−r ∏ri=1(1 − tαi ). This
follows from τ0 acting cyclically on the twisted sectors, which is the analogue of the relation
τ0(E
i
j ) = Eij+1 (j = 1, . . . , αi − 2) noted in the proof of Proposition 6.1
4.4. Cohomology instead of K-group
We close by pointing out that the lattices V0 and V+ can also be obtained from the numeri-
cal Chow group or from cohomology. In fact, these two invariants seem to be used more often
than the numerical K-group, so we briefly explain the differences. Hitherto, we have opted to
1 The authors thank the referee for pointing out this relationship to orbifold curves.
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triangulated categories.
The Chern character defines a map ch :K(Y) → CH ∗(Y )⊗Q and, by the Riemann–Roch the-
orem, an isomorphism K(Y) ⊗ Q ∼−→ CH ∗(Y ) ⊗ Q, see [6, Corollary 18.3.2]. As Y is a surface
with even intersection pairing, the Chern map is already defined without denominators. Next,
there is the cycle map CH ∗(Y ) → H ∗(Y ) to singular cohomology with integral coefficients: its
image is the algebraic part of cohomology.
As Y is a smooth, projective surface, CH 1(Y )num is isomorphic to the Néron–Severi group
of Y and CH 2(Y )num is free of rank one, spanned by the class of a point. We find that the Chern
map induces an isomorphism N(Y) ∼−→ CH ∗(Y )num which, however, is not an isometry. The
cycle map does respect the pairings and yields an isometry CH ∗(Y )num ∼−→ H ∗(Y )alg.
Matters can be improved by taking the Mukai vector v(·) := ch(·)√tdY instead of the Chern
character (where tdY is the Todd class of the surface), and by modifying the pairings on Chow
ring and cohomology: invert the sign of the unimodular hyperbolic plane spanned by fundamental
class and point. Denoting this new pairing by 〈−,−〉, the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem
gives χ(A,B) = −〈v(A), v(B)〉 for all coherent sheaves on A and B . (As tdY = [Y ]−2u, where
[Y ] is the class of the surface and −u is the class of a point, we have v(A) = ch(A)− rk(A)u for
any A ∈ Coh(Y ).) See [7, §10] for details.
Consequently, we arrive at a chain of lattice isomorphisms
N(Y)
v−→ CH ∗(Y )num → H ∗(Y )alg.
Note that v(F ji ) = ch(F ji ) = [Eji ] and v(F ) = ch(F ) = [E] as cycles in the numerical Chow
group or cohomology. The class of a point is given by pt = v(F˜ )− v(F ) = −u.
An autoequivalence ϕ ∈ Aut(Db(Y )) induces isomorphisms ϕCH and ϕH of the Chow ring
and cohomology, respectively. In contrast to ϕK and ϕN , this is not tautological but relies on
Orlov’s existence theorem for Fourier–Mukai kernels on smooth, projective varieties; see [7, §5]
for details. The maps ϕCH and ϕH are isometries for the Mukai pairings indicated above. One
can easily check that for a spherical sheaf G on Y , THG = sv(G) is the reflection along its Mukai
vector. Given a line bundle L, MHL = mc1(L) is the Eichler–Siegel transformation for the first
Chern class of L; this is also multiplication (using the cup product) with the Chern character
of L.
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